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Instant vs overnight emails 

Learn generates emails automatically to provide notification to users and administrators. Some emails are 

generated instantly, for example if a user books onto an event, they will receive their confirmation. Other 

emails are sent overnight, for example to notify them of forthcoming course deadlines and expiry dates.  

 

Below is a list of all email templates, why they send and if they are sent instantly or overnight. All these email 

templates can be edited to mirror your organisations tone of voice and can be switched on and off if you don’t 

want to use them. To do this go to Administration  System configuration Emails – at the bottom of the 

page you will see the ‘Templates’ button. 

 

Email template Why will it send When will it 

send 

Cancel event Sent to an event administrator, manager or 

notification group when a user cancels an event. 

Instant 

Cancel User event Sent to a user when their event booking has been 

cancelled. 

Instant 

Check Accreditations Sent to a manager or notification group when an 

accreditation is about to expire.  

From 

Overnight 

Check Accreditations target user Sent to a user when an accreditation is about to 

expire. 

Overnight 

Check elements Sent to managers or notification groups about 

forthcoming expiry of accreditation elements for a 

user. 

Overnight 

Check elements target user Sent to a user about forthcoming expiry of 

accreditation elements. 

Overnight 

Check event attendee levels Sent to an event administrator or notification 

group if an event doesn’t yet have the required 

minimum number of attendees. 

Overnight 

Check events Sent to a user to remind them about a 

forthcoming event booking. 

Overnight 

Check expiry Sent to users to remind them about an 

approaching course expiry date. 

Overnight 

Course assignment Sent to a user when a course is added to their 

learning plan by an administrator through the 

administration pages as well as via self-

registration.   

Overnight 

Course assignment no approval Sent to a user when a course is added to their 

learning plan via a mechanism circumnavigating 

the need for approval, i.e. a user’s group 

Overnight 
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membership and that group being assigned to a 

course. 

Course deadline manager Sent to a manager or a course tutor to notify them 

that a user has not completed a course within the 

deadline. 

Overnight 

Course deadline user Sent to users to remind them about an 

approaching course deadline. 

Overnight 

Course enrolment Sent to a user to inform them that a someone has 

requested a course that needs their approval. 

Overnight 

Course enrolment approved Sent to a user to confirm that their course request 

has been approved 

Instant  

Course enrolment denied Sent to a user when a course request is denied. Instant 

Course enrolment stage approved Sent to a user to confirm that their course request 

has been approved at level 1 stage, but is still 

waiting for approval at level 2 stage. 

Instant 

CPD no achieved manager Sent to a manager to inform them that one of 

their users have not yet achieved all requirements 

for a CPD Period ending soon. 

Overnight 

CPD no achieved user Sent to a user to inform them that they have not 

yet achieved all requirements for a CPD Period 

ending soon. 

Overnight 

Delete user event Sent to users to let them know that an event has 

been cancelled 

Instant 

Event booking approved Sent to users to let them know that their event 

booking has been approved. 

Instant 

Event booking booked Sent to an event administrator, manager or 

notification group to confirm a user has booked a 

place on an event. 

Instant 

Event booking booked user Sent to a user to confirm they have booked a place 

on an event (when exchange integration is not on). 

Instant 

Event booking booked user 

exchange 

Sent to a user to confirm they have booked a place 

on an event (when exchange integration is on).    

Instant 

Event booking denied Sent to users to let them know that their event 

booking has been denied. If the event was set to 

two-stage approval a copy of this email is also sent 

to the stage-one approver if denied by the stage-

two approver. 

Instant 

Event booking request Sent to the chosen approver to let them know that 

they have an event booking request to approve. 

Instant 

Event booing stage approved Sent to users to let them know that their event 

booking has been approved at the current stage 

Instant 
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and will be passed on to the next stage in the 

approval process.  

From 

Event booking wait Sent to an event administrator, manager or 

notification group to advise that a user has been 

placed onto the waiting list for an event. 

Instant 

Event booking wait user Sent to a user to confirm they have been placed 

on the waiting list for an event. 

Instant 

Event did not attend manager To advise a manager that one of their users has 

not attended. 

Overnight 

Event did not attend user Sent to users to advise them of non-attendance of 

an event. 

Overnight 

Event notify list Sent to users on the notification list that new 

dates have been added. 

Instant 

Generic email Edited when sent. Can be sent to a user of group 

of users. Using ‘Send email’ option. 

Instant 

Lesson complete manager Sent to a manager when one of their users 

successfully complete a lesson 

Overnight 

Lesson complete user Sent to a user when they successfully complete a 

lesson 

Overnight 

Lesson failed manager Sent to a manager when one of their users fails to 

achieve the required score for a lesson 

Overnight 

Lesson failed user Sent to a user when they fail to achieve the 

required score for a lesson 

Overnight 

New event Sent to users enrolled on a learning object when a 

new event is created, if they have not already 

booked an event. 

Instant 

Rate course Sent after a course is complete. Instant 

Evaluation completion Sent after a user is marked attended on an event. 

This email template cannot be edited. 

AM or PM 

depending on 

when event is 

marked complete 

 


